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The thesis focuses on d*vel*ping gas t&r§ct§ f*r ac**lerntirrg f*st eleetrons produced
by ťemtasec*nd petawatt lxex. §peci§catly, it gddresses íhe flow stability and characteristies
of the ga§, aš well *s the sca}ab,ility of the targets. The auth*r pre§ents various acceleratiox
models and technological requir*ments for the targets, To deseribe th* gas, simulations arrd

visualized diagnostics with ultra-shqrt pulses are utilized. The spatial dis§ibution oť the gas
w*s determined using íluid dynamics. while the Monte-Carlo method was used to estimate
ga§ parameteťs such as density, pre§§ur§, en§fgy, and t€mp€rat§ře,

Verification oť the shape and magnifudes of plasma was made possible by the
diagnostic deseribed in the foltowing part of the thesis. The irr:aging system is based on
shadow. schlieren and interťeromÉry meútods, w*ich show the deílections depending on lhe
gradient density and the path oťthe diagno*tic bcam in the gas- Ta increase the sensitivity of
the diagnasties, a novel 4-pass interferometry was u*ed, and fur elaboration. 3D iom*graphic
reconstruction with the new FARM algorithm was developed.

The key eondition for discemin§ 1he images is the sňort length of t}re diagnostic pulse.
The methgd used ťor ri*velcpment and testing was eaťCA **mpression, and ílre l8-fs pulse
with blurring 5.4 pm enables imaging oťa miero-sřustuíe in the accelerating medium,

One chapler of th* dcctaral t}resis diseusses the desigrred targets, including slit nozzles
without and with inj*ctors. as i*,ell *s dual-stage ťorms, Thess targets strould bema*ufacfiJred
with higk precision in shape and low_surface raughness.

The fin&l section of the thesi'Š pre§ent§ the results af twa campaigns perfcrrmed cn the
ELI facility xsing the uttrafast optical probe a§ on the ALFA a§ ůn the §LBA experiments. ln
the ALFA *xperiment electrons were aceelerat*d rrp to 5ú MeV with a rep€tition rate *f l
kHz and a pi:lse tength of 15 fs, cperating in two modes; high energy and high pcwer- The
di*gnostic techniques used. incl*ding schlieren. inteďerornetry, and §pec§ometry" allowed ťor
the determination af the electrgn dansit_v 15.7xl0t9 grr-31 arrd the observation of a
monoenergetic regime of electron beams.

The §L§A experiments produced electrons with a GeV energ"v level at a r*petition rate of
3,3 Hz. with the}apabitity-ať 100 ů§0 shots per day. A speciál t§wer was used ťor beam
adjustment of the target. The 27-fs,pulse was ťocused §nto & spot with dimensions oť 22 trrm,
Diagn*stic irnages made it possible to irnage the spatial, density, and energy distribution of
the plasma t}rat agcelerales electrong

The thesis contairrs 105 referencss, deíronstratin§ its cantinuity with previouslypublished
researeh.

The authar has publishsd three papeť§ as a tirst adthor and two papers as a cc-&utlror in
reviewed j*urnals" In addition, the authar contrib,uted to tqo c*nťerence proceedings end
presented fbur,oral and plster presentaíions" whieh wěre reported in the thesis. T'he author ha.;
pl*yed an important role in eharaet*rižing the §a§ targ§t§, eonductirrg tornographic
reconstruetion simulations, implementing diagnosties, and p*st-compressi*g optieal prr:be
pulses.

The thesis addresses the current research needs *ť §LI Beamlines. Ttre g*s beh*vior
rncde}s and simulatio*s, as well as diagnostie and target testing, were applied in experimenls.
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The thesis contains methods oť the wider base oť laser wake§eld of elecron acceleration,
novel methods of simulation, elaboration, and interpretation oťth* results which were used in
the final experimental research.

The thesis has sueeessfully *chieved its goals and has conřibuted to both theoretical and
praetical knowledge in the ťreld of laser *,akefield electron acceleration rsing petawatt power
lasers.

The thesis brings scientific benefits in modeling. diagnostics, target adaptation, result
elaboration and application in experirnents.

The doctoral thesis is written with clear organiaťon and logical sřucfure.
demonstrating the contribution to the accelerating MeV and GeV electrons in high-pow§r
lasers. This text aims to provide me with a deeper understanding of the pmblems related to
plasma produced with PW lasers and to compare them with longerJiving laser and discharge
plasmas. {

I have the ťollowing comments and question ťor the author to discuss:
1. Comment: The use oť a four-pas§ sefup for diíferenťal interf*rometry makes it

possible to inerease the intensity of the radiation, but it also results in a bluning of the
temporal unce*ainty. Question: Interferom€řy provides the deflection iutegral of the
gradient density along the diagnostic path, How do you estimate the plasma density?

?. Comrnent: the diagnosťc pulse shonening provides information on the temporal and
spatial distribution oť emission in shadow ana scňtieren pichues. In discbargn and nsJaser
plasmas, this diagnostic provides images of small compact §tnrctt§e§, íheir magnetic §elds"
and ťrlaments, can sub-picosecand §LI plasmas be compared with anything?

lng, §ebastian Lorenz presented ngvel ideas for acc*l*rating relativistic elecron
beams, which were realized in experiments with international team§ and published in reťereed
joumals. I recommend to the committee accept this thesis.

Prague 18.4.2024.
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